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Preface

Sheila Warren
Deputy Head, Centre for the
Fourth Industrial Revolution;
Member of the Executive
Committee, World
Economic Forum

The World Economic Forum’s Global Future Council
on Data Policy liaised with the Global Future Council
on Media, Entertainment and Sport and the Global
Future Council on AI for Humanity, in collaboration
with an advisory committee consisting of experts from
around the world, to make the case that a new policy
framework is needed to effectively address issues
of justice that arise in a range of digital contexts. In
doing so, the hope is that legal and judicial systems
can then evolve to embed redress mechanisms
which enable the creation of a data ecosystem that
protects individuals and is accountable to them.
In using this white paper to guide policy efforts
towards combating data-driven harms, governments
across the globe can feel confident that the
proposals are fit for purpose for our current digital
era, are trauma-informed1 and victim-focused. We
anticipate that this white paper, in conjunction with
the complementary tip sheet and resource guide,
will serve as instructive, inclusive and beneficial
resources for any government addressing the next
generation of technology-enabled harms.

It is critical to note that with respect to datadriven and predictive technology, the aim is not
to claim that technology itself is the sole source
of harm, or that regulating technology is the
only viable solution. Technology will continue to
advance, and indeed will have the potential to
bring positive benefits to society. This reports calls
attention to the inadequacy of legal and judicial
systems, as well as the quasi-legal and judicial
systems that platforms offer, to address the types
of harms that arise from these technologies.
The World Economic Forum’s network of
Global Future Councils is the world’s foremost
multistakeholder and interdisciplinary knowledge
network dedicated to promoting innovative
thinking and strategic insights to shape a more
resilient, inclusive and sustainable future. The
network convenes more than 1,000 of the most
relevant and knowledgeable thought leaders
from academia, government, international
organizations, business and civil society.

Evîn Cheikosman
Policy Analyst, Crypto
Impact and Sustainability
Accelerator (CISA); Manager,
Global Future Council
on Data Policy, World
Economic Forum

Sina Fazelpour
Assistant Professor of
Philosophy and Computer
Science, Department of
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of Computer Sciences,
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A note from the Global
Future Council on Data
Policy Co-Chairs
Marietje Schaake
Director, International
Policy, Cyber Policy Center,
Stanford University

JoAnn Stonier
Chief Data Officer,
Mastercard

The outbreak of COVID-19 has highlighted the
global dependence on digital technologies and
networks for economic, health, educational,
cultural and scientific endeavours. That reliance
has also created new vulnerabilities for data to
be weaponized to spread misinformation and
disinformation and create societal divides. Datadriven technologies create new injustices and
are a growing source of personal and community
harm. Meanwhile, accessing pathways to
justice and redress in today’s digital society is
difficult and near impossible in some cases.
Lawmakers in various jurisdictions have tried to
address some of the issues of digital harm related
to democracy, public health and data privacy.

FIGURE 1

However, justice and redress in light of new types
of harm need better corresponding regulatory
and judicial protections. Judicial and regulatory
systems also need to evolve to protect the rights
of individuals, communities and ecosystems as our
data norms and values continue to mature and data
ethics are better defined.
There is an accountability gap related to the
rise of digital harms, which is enabling a data
ecosystem in which bad actors are free to
behave with impunity. The regulatory response
to such behaviour is insufficient, leading to
a secondary problem: that victims of digital
harm lack a clear pathway to justice.

We need to acknowledge the accountability gap with regard to digital harm

Governments must close the gap
Victim of
digital harm

The aim of this white paper is to elevate the
urgency of creating data ecosystems that
reduce harm and that, most importantly, are
accountable to people. Governments and
other stakeholders across the globe who
wish to combat injustices and harms to their
citizens are invited to use this white paper to
start their work in defining the core elements
of effective policies towards digital justice.

Pathways
to digital justice

As co-chairs, we thank our fellow Global Future
Council on Data Policy members, the larger
project community and the staff at the World
Economic Forum for their contributions to this
white paper on Pathways to Digital Justice.
We hope that law- and policy-makers find the
data, insights and recommendations helpful,
and we look forward to feedback and continued
engagement about this important topic.
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Executive summary
This paper provides two approaches
to creating clear pathways to digital
justice that governments can take.
FIGURE 2

Summary of the overall shifts that need to be made

What isn’t working

what needs to happen:

1.

No recourse for victims

2.

Complete lack of support and awareness

3.

“Problem of many hands”, online anonymity, no responsibility

4.

Burden is on victims to figure out their own route

5.

Governments and stakeholders are not taking effective, cohesive action
multistakeholder ways to modernize access to justice

6.

Treating digital harm as a matter exclusive to privacy
treating digital harm as a human rights violation that
encompasses all forms of personhood and self-determination

7.

Fragmented and confusing jurisdictional approach to personal data protection
standard that facilitates international trade while safeguarding human rights

Malicious actors
spread information
(true as well as
false) not merely
to negotiate
and assert their
own societal
values but also to
target and harm
other individuals
and groups.

clear recourse for victims
trauma-informed and victim-centred support
clear accountability

victims have clear steps to navigate justice process

From doing business to staying informed of
the news, we rely on access to information
24/7. But what happens when that information
targets us in an unjust manner with real-life
consequences? We often refer to disinformation
as a political phenomenon, but it is becoming
increasingly more personalized. Malicious
actors spread information (true as well as false)
not merely to negotiate and assert their own
societal values but also to target and harm
other individuals and groups. And the platforms
and technologies upon which we increasingly
depend often serve to amplify such harms.
The overall objectives of this white paper are to
provide governments with: (1) a holistic perspective
of the harms that data-driven technologies2
perpetuate: (2) key failures in global legal and

governments develop new

modern, flexible data-privacy

judicial systems with regard to digital justice issues;
and (3) recommended pathways to digital justice
that lawmakers can develop to better protect
individuals and communities.
Part 1 of this white paper explores the myriad of
technology-enabled harms, whether they emerge
from the misuse of real information or deepfake
videos, and how these harms are exacerbated by
technology ranging from recommendation algorithms
to armies of bots used to manipulate them.
Part 2 contextualizes the notion of digital injustice
as a matter of corrective justice, which is a way
to attain redress for past actions. In particular,
corrective justice is ideal for resolving the types
of unpredictable harm that tend to come from
data-driven and predictive technologies. For

Pathways to Digital Justice
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example, corrective injustices occur when
we lack the necessary capabilities to detect
harms, when there is no accountability or when
there are no effective pathways for redress.
Part 3 addresses the three main reasons why
justice is hard to achieve. Due to our fragmented
and under-resourced legal and judicial systems,
and the jurisdictional challenges of regulating
international communications platforms, technologyenabled harms have been able to flourish in an
environment that defaults to inadequate privacybased protections, limited legal solutions and a lack
of fair process in automated decision-making.

FIGURE 3

The white paper concludes with two
multistakeholder approaches to creating clear
pathways to digital justice that governments
can take. It underscores the pressing needs to:
(1) modernize the judicial system’s capacity to
adjudicate more claims; and (2) equip survivors
with timely, feasible steps to navigate the justice
process in the event of some form of harm.
We are proud to present this white paper to
you in the spirit of shared progress towards
an accessible, trauma-informed and victimfocused pathway to digital justice.

Theory of change

Clear pathway
to digital justice
for victims of
digital harm

Treat digital protection as a human right

Government closing accountability gap

Blueprint for governments
Approach
Prioritize

Corrective justice

1.

2.
Equip survivors with timely,
feasible steps to navigate
the justice process

Increase
system capacity

Address

1.

Inadequate privacybased protections

2.

3.

Limited legal
solutions

Lack of fair
process in automated
decision-making
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Part 1

We have a problem
In cases of digital harm, what often seem
like violations of privacy are in fact violations
of self-determination and personhood.

We have a
problem on our
hands as a society.
Even though we
are increasingly
engaging more
with technology,
the pathways
to protect us
from the harms
that come from
those exchanges
do not exist.

Ava Rose, TikToker who experienced cyberbullying
Rana Ayyub, investigative journalist and writer
who experienced deepfake pornography
Gibi, ASMR YouTuber who experienced
deepfakes, online harassment and
non-consensual pornography
Robert Julian-Borchak Williams,
wrongfully accused by an algorithm of a crime
These are the names of victims3 of technologyenabled harms who have gone public with their
stories. For every victim who has publicly shared their
story, there are many who have remained silent.
We have a problem on our hands as a society. Even
though we are increasingly engaging more with
technology, the pathways to protect us from the
harms that come from those exchanges do not exist.
In one case, an American YouTuber and ASMR4
artist, Gibi, has been repeatedly targeted by
deepfakes and online harassment. This issue
became so bad that she had to change her name,
move out of her home and be extremely vigilant
when revealing any potentially identifying information
about herself. She has since discovered several
online businesses in which others are profiting from
selling her image without her consent in deepfakes
and other fake, often pornographic, material. She
has even been approached by a company offering
to remove the deepfakes of her, at $700 a video.5
Gibi is far from alone: according to 2019 research
from Sensity.ai, of the 85,000 deepfakes circulating
online, 96% are pornographic, with over 99% of
those pornographic deepfakes being of women.6

These harms
have a profound
negative impact on
one’s personhood.

But victims of deepfakes7 and other forms of online
harassment lack meaningful ways to obtain justice. In
a 2020 survey that captured the online experiences
of 484 women and non-binary individuals in the
UK during the pandemic, Glitch UK and the End
Violence Against Women Coalition found that 83% of
respondents who reported one or several incidents
of online abuse felt their complaint(s) had not been
properly addressed. This proportion increased to 94%
for Black and minority women and non-binary people.8
What does it say about our digital humanity9 when
we are unable to protect minorities, women and the

most vulnerable, as well as ensure that victims have
feasible pathways to justice?
An investigation into digital advertising revealed
that companies possess 75,000 individual data
points about the average US consumer.10 This
data is collected, sold and monetized by private
firms, including technology giants Apple, Amazon,
Facebook, Google and Microsoft, to feed marketing
efforts and create new products and services.
That is to say that personal data11 keeps the
data economy going and growing. In fact, as of
2018, the data economy had a combined market
valuation of nearly $4 trillion.12
The quantity and availability of one’s personal
data that is available across the data ecosystem
is becoming increasingly susceptible to a variety
of misuses, which artificial intelligence-driven (AI)
systems further amplify. These include intentional
misuse of information, such as defamation,13
misrepresentation or infliction of emotional
distress,14 as well as data-driven discrimination (the
limitations of such actions are discussed in Part 3
below). When decisions are made by algorithms,
the likelihood and impact of biased or erroneous
results can be significant.
Take the issue of facial recognition as an example.
According to recent findings conducted by
researchers Joy Buolamwini and Timnit Gebru,
leading facial recognition software packages
performed much worse at identifying women and
people of colour than when classifying male, white
faces.15 The 2020 case of Robert Julian-Borchak
Williams is the first documented example in the US
of someone being wrongfully arrested based on a
false hit produced by facial recognition technology.
What makes Williams’ case particularly important
is that then Detroit police chief James Craig
acknowledged that the software, if used by itself,
would misidentify cases 96% of the time.16
These harms have a profound negative impact
on one’s personhood.
“Personhood” is used in the traditional world to
mean recognition of an individual or entity as
having status as a person.17 In the context of
this paper, this definition is extended to cover a
person’s status in the digital world, as well. It is
critical to clarify here, however, that in the context
Pathways to Digital Justice
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What happens
in the digital world
extends to the
physical world,
and what often
seem like violations
of privacy are in
fact violations of
self-determination
and personhood.

Protecting
digital rights must
thus encompass
all forms of selfdetermination and
personhood.

of understanding digital harm, it is not useful
to draw false binaries between a “physical” self
and a “digital” self. A technology-enabled harm
may occur online, but the resulting harms persist
regardless of digital and physical borders, and
thus do not change the status one still has as a
person.18 Following on from the previous example
regarding facial recognition software, the misuse
of this technology by law enforcement across the
United States has led to several cases of Black
men being falsely accused of crimes that they did
not commit. These false accusations aren’t just an
invasion of the falsely accused individual’s privacy,
they are also an invasion of their self-determination
and personhood, affecting their livelihood
and reputation.19 What happens in the digital
world extends to the physical world, and what
often seem like violations of privacy are in fact
violations of self-determination and personhood.
Securing the protection of self-determination and
personhood involves acknowledging that digital
rights refer to the application of all human rights
and should not be limited to a number of civil

and political rights.20 Discussions about digital
rights are often limited to the rights to privacy,
data protection and freedom of expression. The
protection of these rights is indeed particularly
relevant because, through the use of digital tools,
so many aspects of our lives are being tracked,
our personal information is being collected,
used and disclosed on a massive scale, digital
identities are being created, the use of surveillance
technologies is spreading and online violence and
harassment are increasing.
But the use of digital technology has an increasing
impact on all human rights. Tools used to monitor
protests and workers’ unions affect people’s
freedom of assembly; algorithms deployed with
the aim of predicting and influencing people’s
behaviour affect their freedom of thought;
other automated systems reinforce existing
racial or social biases, thus institutionalizing
discrimination and other harms. Protecting
digital rights must thus encompass all forms
of self-determination and personhood.

Pathways to Digital Justice
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Part 2

What is digital
injustice?
The primary focus in this
section is on justice in relation
to redress and correction.

Corrective
injustices occur,
for example,
when the extent
of harms is
underappreciated
or they go fully
unnoticed,
when there is no
accountability
or when there
are no effective
pathways for
redressing harms
to individuals
or groups.

In general, digital justice, in the corrective sense,
concerns the rectification of past wrongs – that is, harms
that have already been done to an individual or a group.
Often, such correction is carried out by imposing a
correlative liability on the responsible wrongdoer.
Corrective injustices occur, for example, when the
extent of harms is underappreciated or they go
fully unnoticed, when there is no accountability or
when there are no effective pathways for redressing
harms to individuals or groups.
Corrective justice can be used for various purposes,
including exploitation and infliction of reputational
harm. A recent development in the area of
deepfakes is the emergence of a new and far more
advanced “nudifying” website that uses deeplearning algorithms to strip women’s clothes off in
photos without their consent. Anonymous users
can upload a photo of a fully clothed woman of their
choice, and in seconds, the site undresses them
for free. Due to that one feature, it has amassed
more than 38 million hits since the start of 2021
and has become one of the most popular deepfake
tools ever created.21 Photos and links from this new
website aren’t confined to the dark web, nor has it
been delisted from Google’s search engine index.
It operates free of any constraints and has since
spread across major platforms such as Twitter,
Facebook and Reddit, to name but a few.22 Victims
of non-consensual pornography23 are forced to
grapple with the consequences of these images,
losing their jobs, relationships and more. It no longer
matters if this content is real or not – they create a
new reality in which the victim must live.24
However, given the critical knowledge gaps
and the degree of uncertainty surrounding the
lack of accountability involved, it is necessary
to acknowledge that even the best attempts to
address these harms in advance may fall short. In
light of these potential harms, providing individuals
with robust pathways to recourse and redress
should be vital aspects of how organizations
and governments contend with the ethics and
governance of data-driven technologies. This
attention to retroactive correction does not mean
that efforts to anticipate potential harms (e.g. via
foresight methods)25 and devise proactive guards

against them (e.g. by enhancing privacy or fairness
by design) lack importance.
In addition, providing individuals with the means
of recourse and redress also supports other
important social values. For example, researchers
have highlighted the importance of due process26
and corrective justice27 in relation to the values
of rationality and accountability. That is, these
mechanisms enable individuals to plan rationally for
their lives, knowing they will be protected against
unanticipated external interferences and that
potential wrongdoers will be held accountable.
What is needed in conjunction with proactive
efforts, therefore, is the development of a robust
framework for recourse and corrective justice that
can support retroactive identification of harms,
allocate responsibility and offer equitable pathways
of redress. Doing so, however, requires addressing
a number of critical challenges.
One challenge pertains to characterizing potentially
new types of harm that might be caused by
data-driven technologies. Take, for example, the
ways in which AI systems undermine LGBTQI+28
identity. The use of automated gender recognition
(AGR) technologies has been shown to remove
an individual’s opportunity to self-identify, and
instead infers their gender from data that is
collected about them. This technology uses data
such as the person’s legal name, whether or not
they wear make-up or the shape of a person’s
jawline or cheekbones to reduce an individual’s
gender identity to a simplistic binary.29 This
represents a form of erasure for people who are
trans or non-binary that, in effect, has dire realworld consequences. When an individual and
their respective community is not represented,
they lose the ability to advocate effectively for
their fundamental human rights and freedoms.
Misgendering is particularly harmful due to the
sensitive nature of gender dysphoria, and AGR
systems further exacerbate the emotional distress
associated with an individual’s experience with
their gendered body or social experiences.30
Elsewhere, data-driven technologies can have
an indirect, but still critical, impact. The influence
of recommendation algorithms on shaping
Pathways to Digital Justice
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connectivity in social media is an example of
this indirect role. Here, the patterns of social
connection enabled by algorithms can restrict
access to opportunities (e.g. not hearing about
a job opening via one’s social network).31
Another challenge stems from the fact that most
moral and legal frameworks depend on clearly
identifying the responsible wrongdoer, who is
charged with restoring the victim’s dignity and
reputation in some way or compensating the victim
for the harm. Yet, in many cases involving datadriven and predictive analytics, such allocations of
responsibility are complicated by online anonymity,
the large number of actors involved in the process
and the so-called “problem of many hands”.32
Furthermore, even when there is a clear entity to
which one could attach responsibility and blame,
establishing the fact and degree of harm – even
retroactively – can be challenging. The difficulty here
is most salient in cases of algorithmic opacity – that
is, cases where the grounds on which a predictive

algorithm makes or recommends a decision
remain inscrutable to humans, including the users
and developers of the algorithm.33 This lack of
transparency poses a challenge to the identification
of potential harms. The situation is exacerbated
by the fact that many of the technical approaches
used to make such algorithms interpretable remain
fragile34 and unreliable, particularly in ways that can
unhelpfully conceal discriminatory decisions,35 or
else insufficiently grounded in particular aims (e.g.
recourse) for which interpretability is sought.
Finally, even if we conceivably possessed
the technical means to (retroactively) identify
harms, the existing practical roadblocks
to redress need to be considered. Such
roadblocks might include imposing an undue
burden on victims in providing evidence of
harm, which is particularly troublesome when
the institutions accused of the harm are
gatekeepers to this evidence, thus amplifying
existing inequities and power asymmetries.36
Pathways to Digital Justice
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Part 3

Current legal and
judicial systems
are fragmented
Emerging technologies
pose prominent legal and
judicial challenges.
The value of digital tools for human rights and
development is enormous. They can help people
communicate securely around the globe thanks
to end-to-end encryption and support people
by increasing their access to information and
knowledge. But promoting and protecting digital
rights – which must be at the centre of states’
strategies for a sustainable digital transformation
– requires not only encouraging innovation and
technological development but also preventing
harms arising from new ways of communicating
and analysing data.

FIGURE 4

Yet so far the protection of human rights – both
offline and online – is critically lacking in terms of
application and implementation by governments
worldwide.37 Emerging technologies pose prominent
legal and judicial challenges, in particular: how to
incorporate responsible use of new data-driven
innovations into protections that encompass rights
beyond just data privacy;38 how to replace outdated
legal codes with frameworks that are fit for purpose
in the current digital era; and how to address the
lack of fair process in automated decision-making
within the context of justice systems.

The three main obstacles to digital justice

1.

Inadequate privacybased protections

2.

3.

Limited legal
solutions

Lack of fair process
in automated
decision-making

Pathways to Digital Justice
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For these harms
to be addressed,
states must not
only recognize
and protect the
application of
human rights
through binding
frameworks but
also put in place
independent
oversight
mechanisms
to monitor the
application of
these rights.

Arguing that online harms are a matter of
privacy has indeed led to notable landmark legal
efforts. In the US, the Violence Against Women
Reauthorization Act in 2021 (which passed
the House of Representatives and has been
received in the Senate) includes the SHIELD
Act39 (Stopping Harmful Image Exploitation and
Limiting Distribution Act) as an amendment, which
proposes to criminalize distributing and intentionally
threatening to distribute non-consensual intimate
visual depictions of an individual, punishable
by two years’ imprisonment and a fine. In the
United Kingdom, a recent Online Safety Bill40
was published proposing a new statutory duty
of care for social media companies towards its
users, including a duty to undertake an “illegal
content risk assessment” encompassing terrorist
propaganda, child sexual exploitation and abuse
content, and other forms of illegal content.41

Office of the High Commissioner’s International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states that
all peoples have the right of self-determination. By
virtue of that right they freely determine their political
status and freely pursue their economic, social and
cultural development.42 Rights to self-determination
personify the right to live and prosper in whatever
way one deems fit, beyond the notions of who or
what can process their data and for what purpose.

Despite this progress, legal and judicial systems
should not treat every technology-enabled harm
and abuse as a matter exclusively of privacy,
but also as a matter of self-determination and
personhood. The United Nations Human Rights

For these harms to be addressed, states must
not only recognize and protect the application of
human rights through binding frameworks but also
put in place independent oversight mechanisms to
monitor the application of these rights.

It is a commendable start that some countries
are introducing domestic legislation to tackle
digital harms; however, its effectiveness is limited
by jurisdictional issues as well as the scale of
sophistication that many technology-enabled
harms, overall, are taking.43 Both challenges will
need cross-border collaboration and universal
data protection standards that prioritize people’s
fundamental human rights.

A Inadequate privacy-based protections
The global cost
of data breaches
in 2021 alone
is expected to
reach $6 trillion.

Data has undoubtedly helped improve products,
services, policy responses, studies and
investigative journalism. But data, and personal
data in particular, can also be used for a variety
of harmful purposes that affect both individuals
and wider society. The global cost of data
breaches in 2021 alone is expected to reach $6
trillion. Moreover, rich datasets and novel models
are used to track and repress minorities in many
countries across the world, unconstrained by any
rules or oversight. It is no wonder, therefore, that
people increasingly report high levels of concern
about the lack of data privacy and security.
These concerns have led to the adoption of various
laws and regulations to limit the misuse of data
as well as to incentivize better data management
practices. The European Union famously opted for
the General Data Protection Regulation (the GDPR),44
one of the most wide-ranging pieces of legislation
passed by the political bloc and market of hundreds
of millions. It levies harsh fines against those who
violate its privacy and security standards; notably,
under certain conditions, it also applies to companies
that are not in Europe. In China, the Personal
Information Protection Law (PIPL) was adopted by
the Standing Committee of the National People’s
Congress on 20 August 2021, and it will come
into effect on 1 November 2021.45 In the US, while
there are no privacy laws at the federal level, some
vertically focused federal privacy regulations and
consumer-oriented state laws such as the California
Consumer Privacy Act have sought to limit abuses.46

However, even the most effective of these
have failed to keep pace with the speed at
which technology evolves, leading to perpetual
mismatches and deficiencies. Legislation has done
little to address the lack of transparency in the inner
workings of algorithmic processing of data, further
obstructing the path to accountability and scrutiny.
This is illustrated by the numerous reports of
algorithmic discrimination; for example, in relation to
housing markets and job recommendations. Laws
also tend to focus exclusively on personal data
(often narrowly defined) and may fail to address
the way in which data is used to infer and predict
characteristics that can lead to harm to individuals
and groups even when their own personal data is
not collected. In addition, the complexity, rigidity
and fragmented nature of privacy legislation has
decreased its effectiveness and led to negative
externalities, too. Compliance can be costly and
difficult, particularly for smaller players.
How can we, therefore, limit the misuse of data
as well as incentivize better data management
and governance practices that enhance traditional
privacy law principles to ensure they are fit for
purpose? Solutions lie in proportional regulatory
oversight of data-driven decision-making, and
the ability to audit the inner workings and impacts
of high-risk algorithms and AI on society. Given
the highly technical characteristics of some of
these systems, new and experimental regulatory
paradigms should be explored and trialled.
Regulatory markets, middleware solutions,

Pathways to Digital Justice
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interoperability requirements, auditing mechanisms,
transparency obligations and accelerated
group litigation are directions to explore.
Lastly, an enabling environment should be
defined. Legislative alignment and the facilitation
of cross-border data flows while ensuring rights

protection and security should help maintain a
competitive ecosystem. Decreasing barriers to
entry and incentivizing harmonization through
a modern, flexible and enhanced data privacy
standard may facilitate international trade
between responsible actors while safeguarding
the primacy of fundamental rights.

B Limited legal solutions
that are no longer fit for purpose
Initial government responses to technologyenabled harms often focused on protecting the
democratic process from political manipulation
and disinformation, and more recent responses
have also focused on countering COVID-19
disinformation. However, governments need
to protect not only themselves but also their
citizens. Individuals who have been harmed have
become increasingly adept at using existing
laws – ranging from defamation and invasion
of privacy to copyright infringement and unfair
competition – to sue their attackers directly.
Most such causes of action predate the internet,

though, and while they can be pressed into
service, they are not necessarily well-adapted
to this function, particularly when confronted
with defendants who might be anonymous or
located outside the legal systems’ reach.
In terms of criminal law, offences such as
harassment, designed for an offline world, can be
pressed into service against online activity, and
many countries47 have adapted this offence to
apply more easily online. Early specific legislation48
provides for broad offences, but these definitions
are often clunky, overbroad and ill-suited to
Pathways to Digital Justice
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Early specific
legislation
provides for broad
offences, but
these definitions
are often clunky,
overbroad and
ill-suited to more
current forms of
data-driven harms.

more current forms of data-driven harms. Recent
legislation is more appropriately targeted at specific
harms, such as the non-consensual recording,
distribution or publication of intimate images.49
To address this, governments should first consider
modifying existing laws or crafting new ones to
permit appropriate private and criminal redress
for data-driven harms, and to discourage harmful
behaviour in the first place. One area in which
governments are moving forward is in respect of
privacy and data protection;50 but governments
must not treat every technology-enabled harm
as a matter solely of privacy. Hence, much
more needs to be done, not only in respect
of privacy (see Part 3A above), but also more
generally regarding the technology-enabled
harms discussed previously (see Part 2).
At the dawn of the internet era, governments
enacted legislation to ensure that legal
considerations did not inhibit the growth of
the internet, including safe harbours51 and
immunities,52 which meant platforms were not
liable for damages for their users’ content and
actions. This policy has been extraordinarily
successful for the platforms themselves, but
it has also enabled the rise of harmful digital
content. The second thing governments must
do is consider whether the balance that was
appropriate several internet generations ago is
still appropriate now. Potential changes range
from refinement (so that certain kinds of harmful
content no longer fall within the safe harbour or
immunity),53 through various significant reforms (so
as to increase the obligations on very large online
platforms,54 or enlarge the range of content that
can be subject to takedown,55 or impose short
time limits for doing so)56 to outright abolition.57

Moreover,
pathways to
restoration for
individuals and
communities
affected by
technology-enabled
harms must extend
beyond the scope
of what is currently
considered possible
under the law.

In fact, governments (such as France,58 Germany, 59
India60 and Russia61) have already legislated in this
space, and others (such as Canada,62 Ireland63 and
the UK64 – as well as the EU65) are about to do so.
Growing impatient with platform self-regulation and
going beyond the kind of co-regulation exemplified
by the EU’s Code of Practice on Disinformation,
governments are considering the imposition
of wide-ranging regulation, including broad
definitions of harmful digital content, additional
duties of care for platforms, rapid compelled
takedowns, mandatory content moderation and

website blocking, criminal sanctions and powerful
regulators. One influential model for this is provided
by the Australian eSafety Commissioner.66
The third thing governments must do is
ensure that legislation in this space broadly
converges on international standards of effective
methodologies – especially in relation to crossborder actions. It bears repeating that governments
enacting such legislation should ensure that
definitions of harmful digital content take into
consideration, in particular, the technologyenabled harms discussed above (see Part 2).
However, changing the legal regime surrounding
data-driven harms risks replacing one set of blunt
instruments with another, or replacing an overly
tolerant legal regime with one that encourages
or even mandates censorship. Care must be
taken here, and good intentions must not be
pressed too far. Overbroad restrictions on online
communication have been struck down in the
US,67 India,68 France69 and Germany70 – as well as in
the European Court of Human Rights.71 Opponents
to rolling back platform immunities argue that even
well-intentioned reforms would harm marginalized
individuals and communities, sometimes the very
persons the reform was intended to protect.72 It
is difficult to devise reasonable periods and fair
procedures for compelled takedowns (see Part 3C
below), scalable content moderation mechanisms,
workable website blocking procedures, narrowly
drawn and practicable obligations to provide
user data to law enforcement agencies, realistic
transparency obligations, appropriate criminal
sanctions, powers of regulators and carefully
drafted definitions of harmful digital content
(though, in this last respect, the principles to
do so are discussed above [Part 2]), particularly
if those rules are intended to cover a wide
range of entities with widely differing purposes,
interests and capabilities. Conversely, it is very
easy for such matters to expand well beyond
their legitimate scope. Consequently, the fourth
thing governments must do is ensure that
legislation in this space does not go too far and
prioritizes elements of fairness in order to ensure
justice, legitimacy and inclusion. Moreover,
pathways to restoration for individuals and
communities affected by technology-enabled
harms must extend beyond the scope of what
is currently considered possible under the law.
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C Lack of fair process in
automated decision-making
We are now
undergoing a
technological
transition in how
societal decisions
are made and, in
turn, realigning
shared normative
expectations for
what constitutes
fairness in
human-computer
interactions.

As decisions are increasingly influenced or even
exclusively made by algorithms, the preservation
of fair process has become an urgent matter.
This is especially urgent within the context of
ensuring sufficient redress mechanisms for
victims of data-driven harms, and preventing
bias, discrimination or inequitable outcomes.
For these reasons, preservation of fairness is
key to ensuring justice, legitimacy and inclusion,
and thus requires features of consistency of
application, accountability and transparency.
We are now undergoing a technological transition
in how societal decisions are made and, in turn,
realigning shared normative expectations for
what constitutes fairness in human-computer
interactions and digitally networked transactions.
What is at stake in this transformation of social
norms is the affirmation of fundamental human
rights and civil liberties governing how rules
are conveyed, what data is evaluated to make
judgements, when exceptions and limitations
are applied, whether there is an opportunity for
appeal and a host of other revived fair-process
issues in the context of automated decisionmaking. These hard-fought protections that
have evolved over a long history of emancipation
and freedom need to be defended again.
Civil and criminal procedure may vary by
jurisdiction, and administrative proceedings are
conducted differently across legal systems, but
the expectation of fairness in process has always
been innate to human behaviour. The recent
adoption of video-assisted reviews of referees’
calls (football/soccer has video assistant referee

technology [VAR], American football uses instant
replay, etc.) was designed explicitly to eliminate
human error and address fair process complaints
about on-field referees/umpires with the aim of
improving consistency, providing accountability
(referees/umpires may see their decisions
overturned) and increasing transparency (coaches
and fans can see the same video as the reviewer).
As the significance of automated decisionmaking in legal and judicial systems increases,
agreement concerning fair process becomes more
essential for the legitimacy of the social order.
But the immense quantity of digital
communications and data can make fair
process difficult to achieve. Along with
these huge networks of increased access
to services, lower prices and faster service
has come a volume of questions, disputes
and complaints that would be unmanageable
using existing structures of decision-making
in the analogue world. The implementation of
automated processes to manage this volume
using increasingly sophisticated algorithms
is inevitable – and does in fact demonstrate
the potential for technology to lower barriers
to entry and result in greater inclusion.
However, automated decision-making often fails to
satisfy standards of fair process. There are many
situations in which the same rules would apply in
the same way given very similar circumstances so
that an automated decision could be consistently
applied. But there is also a large swathe of
scenarios that require human judgement and a
certain degree of empathy to be adjudicated fairly.
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In addition, fair process includes the expectation
that decisions should be transparent and subject
to appeal – but an algorithm’s answer can often
be unassailable, either because there is no
mechanism to challenge it or no explanation
has been given for how it reached its answer.
Research into algorithmic risk assessment
provides one telling example of how the
harmful, unintended consequences of these
technologies on individuals, particularly members
of marginalized and Indigenous communities,
proliferate due to the lack of regulations that
ensure lawfulness, fairness and transparency.
Back in 2016, journalists working with non-profit
newsroom ProPublica investigated concerns
being raised by various communities regarding
the use of the Correctional Offender Management
Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS)
algorithm, which produced scores allegedly
predicting the likelihood that people charged
with crimes would commit future crimes. These
scores were presented to judges as relevant
information used to determine sentencing and billed
as a valuable tool to prevent repeat offences.
However, the ProPublica investigation determined
that COMPAS “proved remarkably unreliable in
forecasting violent crime”. The journalists reviewed
risk scores assigned to 7,000 people arrested in
Broward County, Florida, in 2013 and 2014 and
found that only 61% of those deemed “high risk”
to commit future crimes actually did so. Worse,
they found that the system was highly biased: it
was much more likely to flag Black defendants as
liable to commit further crimes in the future, wrongly
labelling them at twice the rate as white defendants.
White people were also wrongly labelled as low-risk
more often than Black defendants.73

As a result, sentencing decisions based on
COMPAS may lead to disproportionately harsh
sentences or denial of parole for Black defendants.
In one particularly egregious case, Paul Zilly,
a Black Wisconsin man, agreed to a plea deal
offered by the prosecution, but the judge rejected
the plea deal and imposed a new sentence
that doubled Zilly’s time in prison based in part
on a COMPAS determination that Zilly was
a high-risk offender.74 Rather than accepting
a negotiated plea deal, the judge relied on a
prediction that was not subject to any professional
oversight, validation or accountability.75
If computers could accurately predict which
defendants were more likely to commit new crimes,
the criminal justice and social services systems
could work towards prevention and/or more tailored
forms of redress. The challenge, however, is to
ensure that the computer gets it right – which has
yet to be achieved.
New approaches are needed that merge
algorithmic efficiency with the fundamental
elements of fair process. There are persistent
aspects of basic criminal and civil procedures for
administering regulations across legal processed
– such as the issuance of notice and being
afforded the opportunity to correct inaccuracies
and challenge matters of dispute, with an impartial
judge determining the outcome. There should
be technical structures built into the algorithm
to support the capacity to contest a decision,
with a predictable and explainable process to
administer it. A notion of proportionality can
help guide the application of fair process, but
its fundamental principles should be universally
upheld. As these algorithms learn over time, the
assessment for risk of bias needs to be revisited
to ensure that fair process is maintained.
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Part 4

Recommended
pathways to
digital justice
Pathways to digital justice must be
victim-informed and protect all forms
of self-determination and personhood.
No matter how effective the initial design of a digital
system, it is bound to need pathways to justice –
this means unobstructed access to human rights.
Pathways to digital justice should provide clear
and feasible steps for any individual or group to
obtain justice for whatever form of harm has been
inflicted. Most importantly, in order for a pathway to
effectively lead to justice, the corrective steps and
mechanisms developed must be victim-informed

FIGURE 5

and encompass the protection of all forms of selfdetermination and personhood. These factors were
considered in deciding upon the two subsequent
recommendations articulated here: (1) to modernize
the capacity of the judicial system in order to
adjudicate more claims; and (2) to equip survivors
with timely, feasible steps to navigate the justice
process in the event of some form of harm.

Two multistakeholder recommendations to create clear pathways to digital justice
Recommendations

Examples

1. Increase judicial system’s capacity
in order to adjudicate more claims

Look to existing experiments in privateand public-sector spaces such as eBay’s
online dispute resolution system, which has
been adopted by governmental and private
adjudication systems

2. Develop timely and feasible steps for
victims to navigate the justice process in
the event of some form of harm

Create a victim resource guide with at
minimum the 10 core victim-centred
components as outlined in the World
Economic Forum’s digital justice paper

A Increase systems’ capacity
to adjudicate more claims
Platforms and governments can and should do
more to address and redress the full range of
data-driven harms. In particular, governments
should remove unnecessary obstacles to existing
causes of action and craft better-targeted civil
and criminal offences; they should reconsider
whether legal and policy choices that were
relevant several internet generations ago are

still appropriate now; they should ensure that
much-needed legislation in this space broadly
converges with international standards of digital
rights and related areas; and they should ensure
that legislation in this space prioritizes fair process
in automated decision-making – especially
within the context of the justice system.
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As digital transformation continues to have an
impact on a broad range of rights-affecting
systems, there has been a growing recognition of
its potential to create novel rights and harms. What
has received less attention is that the development
of digital systems also creates the opportunity to
build novel mechanisms to realize those rights
and resolve the disputes that will inevitably arise
from their exercise. In some circumstances, there
may be a need to build systems that provide
people with what scholar Danielle Citron has called
“technological due process”,76 ensuring that the
baseline procedural rights intrinsic to government
processes are not overlooked or even actively
violated as those processes undergo digital
transformations. This highlights an even larger issue:
the need for accessible, enforceable procedural
protections across a wide range of human rights in
digital systems, corporate as well as governmental.
It is worth recognizing that the majority of digital
justice dialogues, including the one in this paper,
centre on reactive approaches to realized harms.
There is an opportunity, however, to centre
digital transformation initiatives and system
design around strengthening and protecting

specific, articulable rights. Systems prioritizing
this frame would design for many of the same
agency and redress rights, but measure
success on impact, as opposed to volume.
One of the largest challenges in building pathways
to digital justice is that they are often based on
analogue pathways to justice. But the globally
connected nature of many technologies has
implications for the design of a related justice
system. If a user in one country, for example, is
wronged by a person in another country, on a
platform based in a third country that promises to
prevent that harm in another country, where does
a person even start? And why is figuring out the
mechanism of justice the individual’s responsibility?
Even if these questions were simply answerable
by “bring a case to your local court” (which it is
not in most places around the world), the fact
remains that most formal systems of justice are
practically inaccessible to most of the people they
serve. Even if we solve the backlog of cases and
access to justice issues, the truth is that traditional
justice systems have a limited ability to meaningfully
adjudicate, let alone fix, the kinds of problems that
digital systems cause.
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Take, for example, three different approaches to
justice and redress:
–

Corrective: How does a person whose rights
are harmed compel the actors involved, to the
extent possible, to undo the offending action?
(See Part 2 for a detailed explanation)

–

Restorative: How does a rights
holder recover, to the extent possible,
from the impact of the harm?

–

Punitive: How does a rights holder hold the
person responsible accountable?

a deepfake? Who should be held accountable
for software or algorithmic bias errors in
healthcare benefits or bail recommendation
systems, and what would that accountability
entail? How does a platform company fairly
balance user expectations when the users
come from conflicting justice traditions?
In reality, these questions are being answered
by platforms all the time; however, the systems
are not usually in place to make those answers
consistent or binding. A substantial amount of
digital justice work takes place on the continuum
between platform customer service and formal legal
or regulatory action. And each has an important,
ideally complementary, role to play. When it comes
to designing pathways to justice, often the hardest
part is not achieving justice, but how accessible,
participatory and interoperable the pathways are.

Governments and platforms have an opportunity
to design digital justice systems capable of
addressing these approaches, but the issues
quickly become complicated. How, for example,
do you compensate someone for the impact of

FIGURE 6

Victims of digital harm have no pathways to justice

2 Limited legal
solutions

1

Inadequate privacybased protections

Digital harm
victim

Lack of fair
process in automated
decision-making
3

Justice

Roadblocks to justice

Rather than suggesting simple or singular answers,
this paper reviews a few examples that illustrate key
issues for designing pathways to digital justice:
–

eBay’s online dispute resolution system
When eBay launched its groundbreaking
online marketplace, most people didn’t
trust ecommerce. Recognizing the need to
establish trust, eBay’s team developed the
world’s largest online dispute resolution (ODR)
system. At its peak, the ODR system resolved
more than 60 million claims a year, supported
by a staff of 12. ODR as a methodology

has been adopted by governmental and
private adjudication systems. eBay’s example
illustrates the efficiencies and market-building
that proactively designing pathways can
offer to digital platforms and marketplaces.
–

UK A-levels replacement
The Government of the United Kingdom, in an
effort to standardize student qualification scores
without the ability to administer their traditional
A-level exams during the COVID-19 pandemic,
developed an algorithm to predict exam results.
The algorithm reflected predictable biases,
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Courts are where
the balance between
state power and
individual rights is
at its most delicate;
the way in which
legal systems not
only build pathways
to justice for the
victims of deepfakes
but also ensure that
deepfakes do not
become a weapon of
injustice is a critical
frontier for the next
generation of digital
transformation.

favouring the already privileged, and became
the subject of popular outcry and legal threats
by digital rights advocates. The government,
in response to the pushback, abandoned
the algorithmic inputs and went, instead,
with teacher evaluations. The end result was
relatively popular, but the pathway to justice in
this case would have been best established if
there had been more advocacy directed to the
UK government against the use of this kind of
data in the algorithm, as well as against the
underlying inequities that provide the data that
was fed into the algorithm in the first place.
–

App-based ride services
There are few industries that have challenged
as many norms and legal frameworks as
app-based ride services such as Uber and
Lyft – and, in some ways, their litigation history
is a roadmap to unmet data governance
demands in several types of relationships. For
example, there have been several driver-led
class-action lawsuits, challenging aspects of
the digital transformation of the employer and
employee/contractor relationship. Similarly,
while most platforms have sophisticated
digital customer service processes, there
are a number of customer complaints that
they can’t answer. For example, some appbased ride services acknowledge thousands
of complaints of sexual harassment and
assault with no meaningful organizational

reaction. As a result, Uber and Lyft are both
defendants in a large number of legal cases
alleging that drivers sexually assaulted riders.
In both examples, the courts are being used
to challenge the absence of pathways to
justice for predictable harms, happening at
scale in digital transportation companies.
–

Deepfake vs. justice
In the US, there’s a growing recognition of
the accessibility and harms of a wide variety
of impersonation technologies, but the
development of policies to mitigate those
harms is just beginning. One example is in
digital evidence law – essentially, when and
how data and digital representations can
be used to influence the outcome of court
proceedings. Court systems use evidence
law as a way to ensure the integrity and
provenance of information that influences
rights-affecting decisions, but most court
systems are still developing both the legal
and technical capacity to address deepfakes
and other digitally created or altered content.
Courts are where the balance between state
power and individual rights is at its most
delicate; the way in which legal systems
not only build pathways to justice for the
victims of deepfakes but also ensure that
deepfakes do not become a weapon of
injustice is a critical frontier for the next
generation of digital transformation.
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These case studies illustrate a range of digitally
intermediated pathways to justice and, in some
cases, their absence or conflict with institutional
mechanisms of justice. Ultimately, digital
governance and justice are emerging concepts
– not only at the substantive and political level
but also at the mechanistic and procedural level.
The nascency of political consensus on digital
justice also suggests the value of building public
experimentation, validation and subsidization
infrastructure that tests the participation structures
driving the best outcomes.
While there are likely to be many models that
succeed, based on contextual factors, there are
also high-level methods to evaluate the maturity
of a pathway to justice. Here, maturity implies
the availability of a certain level, stage and
sophistication of participation tools to enable rights
holders to realize those rights.
–

–

Articulation and transparency
A digital system recognizes its potential to
affect rights in a particular way and creates
vehicles to provide transparency in its decisions.
Education and engagement
Those responsible for a digital system
proactively use their points of contact with users

to create awareness of the rights impact of their
work and to create direct reference resources
that enable users to realize those rights.
–

Reporting
A digital system has an embedded process
that help users identify and raise the profile of
incidences and/or types of harm.

–

Accountability and redress
A digital system tracks the provenance of a line
of service and/or rights-affecting behaviour,
enabling rights holders to directly and
specifically hold abusers accountable, as well as
to seek redress for any harms experienced.

–

Escalation to independent oversight
A digital system is directly and transparently
subjected to relevant jurisdictions and
authorities, both as a direct escalation of
complaints insufficiently managed by selfregulated processes and as a mechanism to
align incentives with rights holders.

These are, of course, the early stages of
building pathways to digital justice – but each
stage represents a scale change in the maturity
of participation models towards establishing
legitimate, rights-protecting digital justice.

B Create a victim resource guide
At a practical level, every government, globally,
should maintain a digital justice victim resource guide
that is easily accessible by everyone. Individuals and
communities need clear steps to justice in the event
that they experience harm. Victims should not have
to navigate countless channels to address a single
digital crime, particularly when time is a major factor.
Below are 10 core components that should be
included in a digital justice victim resource guide to
ensure that it will be helpful to victims:
1. A summary of existing national laws that apply to
data-driven harms
2. A clear roadmap detailing what can and cannot
be realistically done under the current law to:
1) stop digital crime; 2) hold the bad actor
accountable; 3) remove harmful content online;
4) prevent future abuse; and 5) provide victims
with effective compensation

include specific guidelines about what
information victims need to provide
5. Name and contact information for the
departments that provide services to victims of
digital harm. The recommendation is to enlist a
“digital victims investigator”, who is mandated
to work directly with digital abuse victims, has
experience working with both victims and
technology, is able to work across jurisdictions
and is trauma-informed
6. Guidelines on how victims can track and monitor
their claims. It is recommended to create a digital
justice investigation portal that victims and their
digital victims investigator can access to receive
up-to-date information on their matter and
communicate with staff assigned to their case
7. Expectations and next steps for victims after
they have gone through steps 1–6

3. Sample language that victims can use to explain
their situation to the institution from which they
are seeking help

8. List of help hotlines for victims of digital harm

4. Common questions that victims may be asked
by a caseworker or investigator, to help them
prepare for the traumatizing experience of
communicating an abusive event. This should

10. Clear, achievable preventative actions that any
victim can take to better protect themselves from
future potential harms

9. List of support groups for victims of digital harm
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For the developing world, more foundational
elements will need to be established to help victims
with lower digital literacy or governments that are
in the earlier phases of the digital transformation
journey. This point was highlighted in the World
Bank’s 2020 report about investing in the digital
literacy of people to enable active and informed
participation, stating that, even in a policy
environment with strong protections for individuals’
data, people must also have the requisite skills
and awareness to engage in the data ecosystem
actively and responsibly.77
Creating a digital justice victim resource guide is not
the be-all and end-all solution, but it is a productive
step in the right direction. This guide should apply
not only to citizens of a respective country but

FIGURE 7

also to tourists or visitors who may experience
digital harm in a different country. This could
promote cross-border collaboration and push for
international cooperation in this space to break
past territorialism.
Furthermore, as important as it is for every
government to create a victim resource guide, it
would be similarly beneficial to provide clear steps
on how to seek redress, articulated at the technical
and industry-wide level. At the end of this white
paper is a sample victim resource guide geared
towards deepfakes, and a sample tip sheet for
governments and law enforcement agencies, which
offers high-level insights that can inform a victimoriented digital justice process, globally.

What new pathways for digital justice should include

Pathways to digital justice must be:

1

Accessible

2

Interoperable

3

Participatory

4

Trauma-informed

5

Victim-centred
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Conclusion
No legislation, regulation or policy can truly be
effective at protecting the fundamental human
rights of individuals, particularly women, LGBTQI+,
BIPOC78 and other historically marginalized
communities unless it creates accessible,
participatory and interoperable pathways to digital
justice. This paper has recommended a variety of
mechanisms for corrective justice that can help
halt the increase of data-driven harms, as well
as proactively tackle this issue at a foundational
level. There are several civil-society organizations,
researchers and activists that have all, in different
ways, also identified the need for these changes
to happen. The hope is that this paper contributes

to existing scholarship and notable ongoing
progress in this area, as well as underscoring
the reality that, ultimately, governments have the
duty and responsibility to lead this urgent task
to enforce human rights and privacy laws that
are fit for purpose in the current digital era, that
close the accountability gap, and that include fluid
cross-border redress mechanisms, strong fair
process and trauma-informed judicial processes.
Doing so should muster the cohesive,
multistakeholder action required to combat a
potential next generation of digital injustices.
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DIGITAL JUSTICE

Tip Sheet

FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TECH PLATFORMS

PURPOSE

This document offers
insights to aid policymakers in creating
trauma-informed
policies that law
enforcement and
platforms can follow to
approach digital justice
in a victim-oriented way.

The nude images were often
accompanied by identifying
details including victims'
addresses, place of work,
leading to the feeling of
threats to the victims’
physical safety.

EXPLOITATION

Suggestions to
avoid unintentional
re-traumatization:

TECHENABLED
TA A

Wren (age 14)
had to be
removed from
school due to
bullying and
shaming in her
community. She
never pursued
legal action.

INSTITUTIONAL
TRUST

Instead of requiring a
victim to re-tell (and relive) their story, try
creating an initial
comprehensive report.

ACTING
EARLY

Cooperation and trust
between law enforcement
and tech platforms is
critical. Without it,
investigations, regardless
of the laws/policies
implemented, will stall
and victims will suffer.

Online harms
proliferate rapidly,
which underscores
the need for early
intervention by law
enforcement and
relevant tech
platforms.

Other forms of online
exploitation include:

Instead of asking a
victim "Why did you
send the intimate
photo?", try focusing on
the actions of the
online attacker(s).
Instead of suggesting
that they make their
accounts private/get off
social media, try asking
victims what would
make them feel safer
online.

Image-based sexual
abuse (sextortion,
non-consensual
pornography and
deepfake pornography)
is a devastating form of
online expoitation.

AUSE
TYPES

DIGITAL
VICTIMS
INVESTIGATOR

Non-consensual
tracking, online
harassment, cyber
bullying, doxxing,
impersonation,
ransomware/digital
extortion schemes,
social discrimination,
algorithmic
bias/paternalism and
others.

A suggested position
that works directly with
online abuse victims,
understands tech, works
across jurisdictions and
is trauma-informed.
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VERSION 2.0

ENDTAB.ORG

DEEPFAKES
a victim resource guide

GUIDE OVERVIEW

This guide includes resources,
tools and strategies for anyone
who has been targeted by a
deepfake, or similar
technology, which has made it
falsely appear as if they were in
a nude photo or pornographic
video that they were not
actually in.

CREDIT: FACEBOOK

YOU ARE NOT ALONE

96% of all deepfake videos are
pornographic and almost all of these
target women. This is a pervasive new
form of online image-based sexual
abuse and it is unacceptable.
Because this technology is new, some
people may not be aware of
deepfakes and there may not be laws
against deepfake pornography in
your jurisdiction.
This means you may need to educate
others when seeking help. This guide
is designed to help you with that.
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DEEPFAKE GUIDE

1

Version 2.0

DEEPFAKE PORNOGRAPHY:
WHAT IS IT?

These
videos
use
face-swapping
technology to transfer a victim's face
from a photo or video onto the body of
someone else in a pornographic video,
making it falsely appear as if the victim is
engaging in sex acts. To safely see how
this technology works, click here to
watch this explainer video created by
Facebook.

ORIGINAL

DEEPFAKE

CREDIT: TIKTOK, DEEPFAKE TOM CRUISE

2

X-RAY & "NUDIFYING"
PHOTO APPS

These apps turn photos of famous and
everyday women and girls into realistic
naked photos ("fake nudes") using
deepfake technology to "remove" their
clothing. These apps do not work on
photos of men.

WHEN VIEWERS BELIEVE IT'S REAL

EXPLAINING
THE HARM

When believed, the harm
caused by disseminating
deepfake pornography or a
fake nude is similar to nonconsensual pornography. It
can adversely affect a
person's employment,
reputation, relationships and
emotional well-being, and
upend their life. Never
knowing when or if said video
or photo will show up can
leave victims in a perpetual
state of anxiety and fear.

WHEN VIEWERS KNOW IT'S FAKE

Deepfake pornography and
fake nudes do not have to be
believed to cause harm.
Even if labelled as fake, a
pornographic deepfake
depicting a victim that is
shared and watched by
others is an act that
sexualizes and fetishizes
them publicly without their
consent. Under any
circumstance, virtually
forcing a victim to engage in
a sex act is harmful.
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DEEPFAKE GUIDE

Version 2.0

3

SAVING THE
EVIDENCE

Before deleting anything, be sure to
preserve any evidence. Some ways to
do this: (1) download the video(s); (2)
screenshot the photo and webpage,
including the url, date and time; and (3)
save the webpage as a pdf. Visit
withoutmyconsent.org to access its
evidence preservation resources for
non-consensual pornography (also
effective for deepfake pornography).

4

REMOVE FROM
GOOGLE SEARCHES

Google enables victims of deepfake
pornography (referred to as "fake
pornography" by Google) to remove
the offending video or photo from
appearing in its search results. (It
does not mean it is removed from
the actual website.) Click here to
begin.

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

REDDIT

YAHOO!

GOOGLE

SNAPCHAT

TUMBLR

PORNHUB

5

TAKEDOWN
REQUESTS

Many technology platforms will
voluntarily remove posts such as nonconsensual pornography because
they violate their content policies.
Deepfake pornography should be
treated similarly. The Cyber Civil
Rights Initiative created guides to do
this on different platforms. Click any
of the sites listed on the left to start
the process or, to see the entire guide,
visit: www.cybercivilrights.org/onlineremoval/
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DEEPFAKE GUIDE

6

Version 2.0

TAKEDOWN REQUESTS:

C

COPYRIGHT

A deepfake of Kim Kardashian was removed
from YouTube based on a copyright
takedown request from the company that
created the original video. It may be possible
to apply this approach to deepfake
pornography by alerting the publisher of the
underlying pornographic video. They may be
able to issue a copyright takedown notice. Or
you may seek to issue the takedown notice
yourself following the same approach used
for non-consensual pornography here. We
recommend speaking with a lawyer if you
have questions.

7

DEEPFAKE LAWS

UNITED STATES

States are slowly beginning to pass laws,
both civil and criminal, that specifically
address deepfake pornography and
electoral interference. To date, these
states include CA, VA, HI, NY, MD, WY
and TX.

AUSTRALIA

Australia prohibits the non-consensual
distribution of deepfakes. Under
Australia's image-based sexual abuse laws,
the non-consensual distribution of
deepfakes would be prohibited in Australia
at the federal level, and in most states and
territories in Australia with image-based
sexual abuse laws. For more information,
see this article by Noelle Martin.
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HARASSMENT
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IDENTITY THEFT

CREDIBLE IMPERSONATION

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

9

8

EXISTING
CRIMINAL LAWS

When reporting deepfake pornography
to law enforcement officers, they may
need to use existing criminal laws
against the perpetrator. Some
suggested laws are listed on the left.
*NOTE: Non-consensual pornography
(revenge porn) laws will likely not apply
because it is not the victim's body (only
their face) in the video.*

RESTRAINING
ORDERS

You may choose to seek a restraining
order or order of protection requesting
that the restrained party takes down,
destroys and does not distribute the
deepfake. It is abuse and may qualify as
harassment, disturbing your peace, false
impersonation, threatening behaviour,
causing emotional distress and more.
Contact your local domestic violence or
sexual assault organization for assistance.

SAMPLE LANGUAGE:

I am the victim of a new form of online abuse called nonconsensual "deepfake" pornography. These deepfake
videos use face-swapping software or an app to transfer
a victim's face onto the body of someone else in a
pornographic video, making it appear that the victim was
in a video they were not in fact in. [Name of Restrained
Party], using only images of my face, created and
distributed/is threatening to distribute a pornographic
deepfake video of me without consent. It looks like me in
the video, but it is not me. [Name of restrained party] has
plenty of my images, meaning there is nothing to stop
them from continuing to manufacture more fake
pornographic videos of me at will.

EXPLAINING
DEEPFAKES
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